UN WARNS MYANMAR TO EXPECT HIGHER DEATH TOLL FROM FLOODS, LANDSLIDES

Yangon, 2 Aug — The United Nations warned Friday that the death toll from flash floods and landslides in Myanmar is set to be higher.

The worst-hit areas have not yet been reached by assessment teams, meaning the number of people affected may be “significantly higher,” according to a statement of the coordination of humanitarian affairs (OCHA).

President U Thein Sein promised that the government would make utmost efforts to provide aid to flood victims across the country, with declaration of worst-hit four states and regions — the Magway and Sagaing regions and Chin and Rakhine states — disaster zones.

Relief aids were shipped to Rakhine State on Sunday where has been hit by floods a few days ago resulted by the cyclonic storm Komen.

Landslides triggered by torrential rain in Chin State stopped on Sunday, according to a resident.

Landslides severely damaged Haka, the capital city of Chin State, leaving around 700 homes destroyed.

There was no casualties in the disaster as residents had to managed themselves to escape from landslides, said a resident.

The government would expedite efforts to clear roads and send emergency goods to the Chin State.

Many parts of the country have been hit by flooding and landslides over the last few weeks, resulting from monsoon rains throughout July.

Conditions worsened considerably after Cyclone Komen brought strong winds and heavy rains when it made landfall earlier this week.

Meanwhile, most of the country’s rivers have reached above and at their danger level, said the Meteorology and Hydrology Department.

The weather bureau also forecast that regionally heavy rainfalls are expected over the country.

Ministry of Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development announced Sunday that if necessary, it would cooperate with UN agencies and other organizations to assist in providing emergency aids to the country’s livestock breeding sector.

In its announcement, the ministry said it has formed teams to carry out preventive measures against infectious diseases among drought cattle and given vaccines to them.

Vaccines and medicines have already sent to the flood-hit areas, the announcement said.

Lifeboats, lifejackets arrive from Singapore

Nay Pyi Taw, 2 Aug — Authorities discovered 2 big lifeboats, 4 small lifeboats and 100 life jackets for flood victims on Flight 8M230 of Singapore Airway at Yangon International Airport at 2.45 pm on Saturday and contacted Daw Yin Yin Wai who received the relief assistance on Sunday morning.

There is no shipment of relief items by sea but arrangements are underway to hand over relief assistance properly.

MNA

Emergency aid distributed to flood victims

Nay Pyi Taw, 2 Aug — The Ministry of Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development said Saturday that it has distributed emergency aid to flood victims in affected areas.

The Livestock Breeding and Veterinary Department, the Department of Fisheries and the Department of Rural Development provided over K 128.4 million worth of aid, including foodstuffs, animal foods and veterinary medicines.

MNA
Ms. Yanghee Lee visits Myanmar

YANGON, 2 Aug — Ms Yanghee Lee, special rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Myanmar, visited Myanmar as her third time with reason of collecting data report to United Nation Human Rights Council; at 2:30 pm today, with PG-707 flight landed at Myanmar International Airport.

She was warmly welcomed by responsible persons from Myanmar Foreign Ministry, Yangon Region Government and UN agencies. She will spend her time meeting with members of President’s political, economic and legal advisory groups; the speaker of the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw; bill committees of two Hluttaw; Basic Rights Committee; the Chief Justice of the Union; Attorney General of the Union; the Chairman of Union Election Commission; Union Ministers and visit some regions.

While in Myanmar from 2 to 7 August, she will hold a press conference on her visit on August 7th.

During July 2014, she first ever visited and also January 2015 was her second visit to Myanmar with same reasons of collect data for her human rights report to United National Human Rights Council, according to her message to President U Thein Sein.—MNA

Air KBZ comes with generous donation for flood rescue missions

YANGON, 2 Aug — Two local airlines have come to reinforce rescue efforts, providing free transportation of emergency aid to inundated areas across the country.

In partnership with the Republic of the Union of Myanmar Federation of Chambers of Commerce and Industry (UMFCCI), Air KBZ and MAI employed their aircraft to transport life jackets, clothes, foodstuffs, medicines, bottled water and financial assistance to flood victims in affected areas.

Kanbawza Bank, also known as KBZ Bank, provides assistance to philanthropic services engaged in flood-hit areas to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of rescue operations.

KBZ Bank Group has so far spent over K1.67 billion on its rescue missions. —MNA

My Friend campaign promotes harmony across religious divide

By Khaing Thanda Lwin

YANGON, 2 Aug — An International Friendship Day event in Yangon promoting harmony between Myanmar youths from diverse religious backgrounds was a resounding success, drawing many more people than expected, organizers of the campaign have been encouraging the young people to post their “selfies” to Facebook.

A large crowd braved bad weather to attend the event Friday at People’s Park, campaign coordinator Thinzar Shoon Lai Yi said.

“We expected that about 200 people would come to the event due to downpours of rain, but we could share our message with about 1,000 people,” she told The Global New Light of Myanmar.

Over 100 people have so far taken part in a selfie contest, with the organizer planning to soon announce a winner at www.facebook.com/myfriendcampaign, she added.

Wai Wai Nu, a peace activist said, “Our campaign aims to promote understanding, tolerance and respect among youths.”

She said the group held weekly activities and was planning to hold one at a teashop in front of Yangon City Hall next Sunday.

Health Ministry plans to refill emergency medical supplies to disaster-hit areas

NAY PYI TAW, 2 Aug — To prevent diseases in the aftermaths of monsoon flooding, the Health Ministry plans to refill emergency medical supplies to the area which have been severely affected by floods.

500 disaster kits, 30 bottles of bleaching powder, 500 commodities and traditional medicines are scheduled to soon send to Sagaing and Magway regions, and Rakhine and Chin states.

The health ministry has already provided necessary medical equipment including chlorine tablets, bottles of snake venom and medicated mosquito nets to every regions and states.

According to the campaign manager, My Friend started in May, “and we will extend the campaign to villages.”

Friday’s event also raised more than K200,000 for flood victims across the country, Thinzar Shoon Lai Yi said. She said the group was discussing further activities to help people affected by the flooding.

Former information minister Thiripyanchi U Aung Kyi presents prize to an outstanding student.—MNA

Ms Yanghee Lee arrives at Yangon International Airport.—MNA

Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Myanmar Ms Yanghee Lee arrives at Yangon International Airport.—GNLM

Official of KBZ Bank presents relief supplies to local people in flood-affected areas.—KBZ

Mingala Taungnyunt Township honours outstanding students

YANGON, 2 Aug — Yangon Region Chief Minister U Myint Swe on Sunday honoured outstanding students and faculty members from the basic education high schools in Mingala Taungnyunt Township.

At the ceremony, former information minister Thiripyanchi U Aung Kyi and officials awarded students who passed the matriculation examination with flying colours as well as the principals and teachers from the schools which got a good pass rate this year.—MNA

Health Ministry plans to refill emergency medical supplies to disaster-hit areas
President urges local authorities to fulfil needs of flood victims

**Nay Pyi Taw, 2 Aug** — President U Thein Sein urged local authorities to fulfil the daily requirements of victims of severe floods being accommodated at relief camps in western Myanmar, at a meeting held at the hall of Regional Control Command (Kalay) Sunday.

He stressed the need to systematically keep accounts of relief and rehabilitation tasks, adding that citizenship cards and other important documents should be distributed to the flood victims as soon as possible.

He also noted the need to provide food to the people who return home from the relief camps.

The president met with flood victims accommodated at Taungphila Tawya monastery in Kalay where he donated provisions to Buddhist monks led by Agga Maha Gathavacaka Pandita Bhaddanta Rajinda.

**Nay Pyi Taw**

President U Thein Sein meets local people at relief camp in the precinct of Taungphila monastery in Kalay.—MNA

Vice President U Nyan Tun meets landslide, flood victims in Haka

**Nay Pyi Taw, 2 Aug** — Vice President U Nyan Tun, together with Deputy Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services and Commander-in-Chief (Army) Vice-Senior General Soe Win, Commander of North-West Command Maj-Gen Min Naung and officials, left Kalay for Haka in Chin State by Tatmadaw helicopters on Sunday morning.

The vice president and party were welcomed by Chief Minister U Hone Ngai of Chin State and officials.

The vice president met with local people at Haka Baptist Church.

Afterwards, the vice president met with officials at Pyidaungsuukeytha and heard reports on situations of natural disasters and relief assistance.

After hearing reports, the vice president attended to the needs.

Later, the vice president and party inspected relief camps in a church and in a high school and comforted the flood victims before providing them with cash and relief assistance.

Then, the vice president inspected the houses destroyed by landslides in Haka and presented offerings to monks at Haka Myoma Missionary Monastery.

In the afternoon, the vice president and party arrived at Yazana Guest House in Tamu and heard reports on situation of floods and relief measures before inspecting Kangyiwa Bridge washed away by floods.

Tamu district was severely hit by heavy rains and 12 bridges were destroyed there. A total of 5,225 people from 910 families have been evacuated to relief camps.

At the ceremony, the speaker thanked local people who exerted efforts for upgrading the school.

After the ceremony, the speaker warmly greeted the local people.—MNA

**Yangon, 2 Aug** — Water in Ngamoeik Dam in Hlegu Township has not reached its maximum storage capacity of 180,000 acres and the water level in the dam stood at 175,000 acre-feet.—MNA

Amyotha Hluttaw speaker attends upgrading of school

**Nay Pyi Taw, 2 Aug** — Speaker U Khin Aung Myint of the Amyotha Hluttaw attended the ceremony to upgrade the affiliated middle school in Ywatha Village in Pyawbwe Township on Saturday.

The speaker, MPs, District Education Officer U San Htay Maung and town elder U Man Lwin formally opened the ceremony.

At the ceremony, the speaker said that wisdom means knowledge that can help predict the future correctly.

Then, he urged educators to inspect dilapidated school buildings and repaired them and teachers to teach students properly.

In conclusion, the speaker thanked local people who exerted efforts for upgrading the school.

Floodwater causes havoc in some parts of Sagaing Region

**Kalay, 2 Aug** — Weeks of heavy rain has caused rivers and creeks to swell in Sagaing Region, flooding some townships in the upper reach of the Chindwin river, officials said.

It has been pouring with rain in the region since 22 July, prompting local authorities to open 11 relief camps in flooded areas to provide emergency aid including healthcare services to thousands of victims.

Floodwater has submerged tens of thousands of acres of farmland, causing extensive damage to people’s property, transport and irrigation facilities, with telecommunication circuits breaking down.

Plans are under way to repair damaged telecommunication base stations when the floods recede.—MNA
Chinese military paper warns a corrupt army does not win wars

BEIJING, 2 Aug — The Chinese military’s official newspaper warned on Sunday that a corrupt army does not win wars, three days after the government announced a former senior officer would be prosecuted for graft.

Serving and retired Chinese military officers as well as state media have questioned whether China’s armed forces are too corrupt to fight and win a war.

President Xi Jinping has made weeding out corruption in the armed forces a top goal and several senior officers have been felled, including two of China’s most senior former military officers, Xu Caihou and Guo Boxiong.

The government said on Thursday that it would prosecute a former senior officer for corruption. Xu died of cancer in March.

“If we allow the growth and spread of corruption, the guns will rust, the pillars will collapse,” the People’s Liberation Army Daily said in a front-page editorial.

China stepped up a crackdown on corruption in the military in the late 1990s, banning the People’s Liberation Army from engaging in business. However, analysts have said the military has been involved in commercial dealings in recent years due to a lack of checks and balances.

The buying and selling of senior jobs in the military, an open secret, has worried reformers who say it leads to those with talent being cast aside and damages morale.

Xi’s graft crackdown has coincided with increased efforts to modernize forces that are projecting power across the disputed waters of the East and South China Seas, although it has not fought a war in decades. —Reuters

Vietnam receives 2 more Kilo-class submarines

HANOI, 2 Aug — Vietnam on Saturday held a commissioning ceremony for two more Russian-made Kilo-class submarines at central Cam Ranh port, some 1,300 km south of capital Hanoi.

Speaking at the ceremony, Rear Admiral Pham Hoai Nam, commander of the Vietnam People’s Navy, said these submarines will mark a new development of the navy in particular and the Vietnam People’s Army in general, reported Vietnam’s state-run news agency VNA.

The two newly-received submarines, named after two Vietnamese coastal cities of Hai Phong and Khanh Hoa, are out of six 636 Kilo-class submarines that Vietnam ordered from Russia.

Last year, Russia handed over the first two called Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City submarines to Vietnam.

The 636 Kilo-class submarines have an over 3,000-ton displacement, and are able to operate at a maximum depth of 300 meters and at a speed of 20 nautical miles per hour with over 50 crew members. They are said to be equipped with six 533 mm torpedo tubes, torpedoes and 3M-54 Klub submarine-launched anti-ship missile on board, according to VNA.

China’s Central Military Commission former Vice Chairman General Guo Boxiong shakes hands with military officers in Shijiazhuang, Hebei province, China, February 1, 2007. —Reuters

Summer heat continues, with central Japanese city recording 39.9 C

Tokyo, 2 Aug — Japan continued to experience extreme summer heat nationwide on Saturday, with the city of Taito, Tokyo Prefecture, in central Japan logging the season’s highest temperature of 39.9 C.

A 65-year-old man in Yamaguchi Prefecture died after collapsing at home and an 89-year-old woman in Hyogo Prefecture died after collapsing in a field, apparently due to heatstroke, according to local authorities. The heat wave, coupled with unstable weather conditions, is expected to continue Sunday and the Japan Meteorological Agency has warned of sudden thunderstorms from the northern to western areas in the country. According to the agency, over 220 of the 928 weather observation points nationwide saw their highest temperature exceed 35 C on Saturday. The temperature in the city of Takebayashi in Gunma Prefecture rose to as high as 39.4 C. The temperature in the city of Toyota in Aichi Prefecture rose to 38.6 C and that in the city of Kyoto to 38.5 C.

Malaysia seeks assistance from Reunion Island’s surrounding territories

KUALA LUMPUR, 2 Aug — Malaysian Transport Minister Liow Tiong Lai said Sunday that Malaysia is seeking assistance from several aviation authorities in territories within the vicinity of Reunion Island in the Indian Ocean.

This is to allow the experts to conduct more substantive analysis should there be more debris coming on to land, providing us more clues to the missing aircraft,” he said in a statement.

He said the flaperon discovered on Reunion Island has been officially identified as being part of a Boeing 777 aircraft, which was verified by French authorities together with aircraft manufacturer Boeing, U.S. National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) and the Malaysian team comprising the Department of Civil Aviation, Malaysia Airlines, and Malaysian ICAO Annex 13 Safety Investigation Team for MH370.

Liow said Malaysia, the United States, China, France and Boeing will send representatives to participate in the verification of the flaperon in Toulouse on Wednesday. —Xinhua
**Largest China-Russia navy drills to be staged**

BEIJING, 2 Aug — The navies of China and Russia will hold their first ever joint naval exercises this summer, a large-scale joint drill designed to deepen the military cooperation between the two sides.

The two countries will conduct their largest joint Pacific exercise from August 20 to 28. According to the plan, phase II of Joint Sea Exercise 2015 will be held in both the Sea of Japan and off the coast of Russia, including the Primorye region of Primorsky — about 250 miles away from Japan.

Military commentator Song Xiaoqian says the location of the exercise is of strategic significance: “The situation in the Sea of Japan has become volatile, especially after US President Barack Obama announced the so-called Return to Asia plan three years ago and enhanced assistance to Japan. Taking into account Japan’s latest move to lift the ban on the right to collective defense that strengthens the Japan-US alliance and Russia-US confrontation in East Europe, tensions in the sea area may escalate. Meanwhile, the area neighbors Russia’s sparsely-populated Far East and China’s northeast that is undergoing rejuvenation, so both China and Russia want to enhance defense there.”

Joint exercises between the two navies have become regular in recent years as part of the bilateral efforts for closer ties. Last year saw the largest series of exercises that involved 14 surface ships, two submarines, aviation assets and special operation forces from the two sides.

The Pacific drills will follow the first ever joint Chinese-Russian exercise in the Mediterranean Sea during the Joint Sea Exercise 2015 phase I this May.

The smaller exercise involved three warships from China and six from Russia and featured supply and escort drills.

Russian Pacific Fleet spokesman Roman Martov earlier said that the maneuvers this time will for the first time involve a joint amphibious assault drill with the participation of a carrier-based aircraft. Navy expert Yin Zhiuo said the larger drills result from the higher military cooperation level between the two sides. “The joint drills show that China and Russia are trying to deepen their military cooperation. Generally speaking, more specific joint trainings bring more difficulties. Units from the two sides will operate under unified tactics, with their weapons to be reorganized and warships reorganized. It requires a smooth data communication and a unified command system.”

The conservative-dominated parliament does not have authority over the nuclear agreement signed with world powers last month, the Islamic Republic’s top nuclear negotiator was quoted as saying on Saturday. The comments from Ali Akbar Salehi, the head of Iran’s atomic energy agency, are the latest volley in a lengthy battle between Iranian officials supportive of the deal, and hardliners who are sceptical of it.

The conservative-dominated parliament in June passed a bill imposing strict conditions on any nuclear deal, such as barring international inspectors from Iran’s military sites.

Under the terms of the final deal, however, Iran must provide access to suspect sites including at its military facilities within 24 days, or risk sanctions being reimposed. “It is absolutely not the case that the government must bring before parliament any agreement it wants to sign with a foreign country,” Salehi was quoted as saying by state news agency IRNA.

“The Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action is not a treaty or a convention, and I don’t know under what definition it would go to parliament.” —Reuters

---

**Abe aide wants Cabinet approval of PM’s war anniv. statement**

TOKYO, 2 Aug — Prime Minister Shinzo Abe should seek Cabinet approval for his upcoming statement on the 70th anniversary of the end of World War II, his adviser said Sunday, a position that contrasts with the view that Abe aims to highlight the personal nature of the statement.

Abe will release a closely anticipated statement this month, with China and South Korea calling on him not to water down apologies issued by Japan’s previous governments for the suffering it inflicted on its Asian neighbors through its colonization and wartime brutality.

“It should be primarily a statement aimed at Japanese nationals and then at the international community,” Koschi Haguida, Abe’s special adviser, told a program on Fuji TV. “We’d better have it approved by the Cabinet.”

When the government formally expresses its positions on certain issues, they are normally agreed to by all Cabinet ministers.

Abe’s statement is expected to be released before the Aug. 15 anniversary of Japan’s surrender.

While looking back at the wartime past, the statement should also stress the path Japan has taken as a member of the international community in the 70 years since, as well as the roles it should play in the future, Haguida said. —Kyodo News

---

**Pakistan releases over 160 Indian fishermen: officials**

ISLAMABAD, 2 Aug — Pakistan on Sunday released over 160 Indian fishermen as a goodwill gesture amid tensions with India over cross-border fire exchanges in recent weeks. The authorities in the port city of Karachi freed a group of 164 Indian fishermen, including an eleven-year-old boy who was taken into custody with his uncle when they had intruded into Pakistani waters for fishing.

Prime Ministers of the two countries agreed last month in a meeting in Ufa, Russia, that they will release all fishermen in two weeks. However the release was delayed for some days due to escalations along the border.

Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and his Indian counterpart Narendra Modi had also agreed to reduce tensions along the Line of Control in the disputed Kashmir and Working Boundary, the international border.

The two leaders had also agreed that Pakistan security adviser Sartaj Aziz will visit India to discuss several key issues including anti-terror cooperation.

The Indian fishermen are likely to be handed over to the Indian officials at the Wagah border on Monday.

---

**Iran’s parliament has no power over nuclear deal, top negotiator says**

DUBAI, 2 Aug — Iran’s parliament does not have authority over the nuclear agreement signed with world powers last month, the Islamic Republic’s top nuclear negotiator was quoted as saying on Saturday. The comments from Ali Akbar Salehi, the head of Iran’s atomic energy agency, are the latest volley in a lengthy battle between Iranian officials supportive of the deal, and hardliners who are sceptical of it.

The conservative-dominated parliament in June passed a bill imposing strict conditions on any nuclear deal, such as barring international inspectors from Iran’s military sites.

Under the terms of the final deal, however, Iran must provide access to suspect sites including at its military facilities within 24 days, or risk sanctions being reimposed. “It is absolutely not the case that the government must bring before parliament any agreement it wants to sign with a foreign country,” Salehi was quoted as saying by state news agency IRNA.

“The Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action is not a treaty or a convention, and I don’t know under what definition it would go to parliament.” —Reuters

---

**38 killed, 23 missing as landslides rock Darjeeling**

DARJEELING, 2 Aug — Rescue operations taken up jointly by Sahastra Sena Bal (SSB) and the state police officials have been affected due to the heavy downpour. A series of landslides triggered by overnight heavy rain left at least 38 people dead, 23 missing and more than 500 displaced in West Bengal’s Darjeeling district on Wednesday. The landslides at 25 places in Darjeeling, Kalimpong and Kurseong sub-divisions also washed away portions of highways, including a bridge, cutting off the road link to the region.

According to officials in the state disaster management department, 22 deaths occurred in Mirik, where 13 people were also reported missing. The remaining 17 died in Kalimpong, Lava, Sukhia and Gorubathan areas, they said. Twenty persons were reported injured and 15 missing at 8 Mile and 11 Mile areas in Kalimpong, sources said, adding that extensive damage has occurred to NH-10 and NH-55. — Reuters

Rescue operations were underway in three subdivisions of Darjeeling district where multiple landslides have claimed 38 lives besides washing away highways and damaging homes. (Source: Express photo by Subham Dutta)
Brussels, 2 Aug — The battle for Europe will be won or lost in Germany. And in the end, it has looked like it might be lost. But that is to underestimate the deep German commitment to the success of European integration based on the rule of law.

If the European Union falls apart, it will likely be due to a return of nationalism and a refusal by the French, British and Dutch to share more sovereignty, rather than to German insistence on fiscal discipline and respect for the rules.

“If the euro fails, then Europe fails,” Chancellor Angela Merkel has repeatedly warned parliament.

The aftermath of the euro zone’s ugly all-night summit on the Greek crisis that ended on July 13 with a deal on stringent, inhumane austerity measures has left many of the EU’s 19 members cringe.

The government ownership argument is in, even in such bastions of democracy as the German Finance Ministry.

Schaeuble, a lifelong advocate of European integration, seemed easy at being fingered as the man who tried to force Greece out, let it be known via the magazine Der Spiegel that he could imagine a finance minister for the euro zone under European parliamentary supervision and with his own budget.

Those ideas are olive branches to France which wants a stronger economic government for the 19-nation currency area, a euro zone parliament and a fiscal shock-absorber to support countries that hit on hard times.

Angela Merkel’s ministry denied a report in the conservative Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung that he had proposed stripping the EU of some powers to regulate competition and the EU single market.

His concern is to put a body less susceptible to political influence than the Commission in charge of applying the bloc’s budget rules - a swipe at Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker and his Economics Commissioner Pierre Moscovici, seen as too soft on Greece and on France.

German officials are open to the idea of a specific parliament for the euro zone to stop such bauaux more democratic - either a sub-set of the existing European Parliament or a hybrid of EU, national legislatures and members of national parliaments.

Typically for her cautious, leadership style, Merkel is observing and possibly encouraging this debate to ease pressure from the Greek crisis, without showing her own preferences yet.

That may come in October when EU leaders discuss a report by Juncker and the heads of other EU institutions for strengthening the governance of the euro zone. —Reuters

#### Canada PM set to call Oct 19 election, focus on sluggish economy

OTTAWA, 2 Aug — Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper was set to call a parliamentary election for Oct 19 on Sunday, kicking off a marathon 11-week campaign likely to focus on a stubbornly sluggish economy and his decade in power.

Harper’s office said in a statement that he is due to visit Governor General David Johnston - the representative of the Queen, Canada’s head of state - at 9:55 a.m.

Harper is expected to seek the dissolution of Parliament, triggering the start of the campaign.

Polls indicate that Harper’s Conservative Party, which has been in office since 2006, could well lose its majority in the House of Commons.

That would leave Harper at the mercy of the two main centre-left opposition parties, who could unite to bring him down. Minority governments in Canada rarely last more than 18 months. Harper, 56, says only he can be trusted to manage an economy that is struggling to cope with the after-effects of below-par global growth and a plunge in the price of oil, a major Canadian export.

The Conservatives are trailing slightly behind the left-leaning New Democratic Party (NDP) leader Thomas Mulcair, Conservative Party leader and Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper and Liberal leader Justin Trudeau attending the Calgary Stampede in Calgary, Alberta, July 3, 2015.—Reuters

#### Five found shot to death in Mexico City apartment

MEXICO CITY, 2 Aug — Four men and a woman were found dead in a middle-class neighborhood in the Mexican capital on Friday, in a rare occurrence in the city despite drug violence hot spots elsewhere in the country.

Three of the women found shot to death lived in this apartment in the middle-class Narvarte neighborhood in the southern part of the city, the local government’s office said in a statement on Saturday.

Among the dead was photojournalist Ruben Espinosa, who worked for leading Mexican magazine Proceso as well as the Cuartoscuro photo agency, local media reported. —Reuters
Two security forces killed, 3 wounded in PKK suicide attack in east Turkey

ISTANBUL, 2 Aug — Two security force members were killed and 31 were wounded in a suicide bombing attack overnight by the Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK) in Turkey’s eastern province of Agri, the local governor’s office said in a statement on Sunday. The attack was carried out with a tractor loaded with two tonnes of explosives on a gender-determined outpost located in Dogubeyazit district of eastern Agri province, bordering Iran, the governor’s office said.

One soldier was also killed in Turkey’s southeastern province of Mardin when a military vehicle detonated a mine, local media reported. Eight soldiers were also wounded.

Armed attacks by PKK militants in southeastern Turkey have increased since mid-July, much more so since Turkey began a campaign of air strikes on PKK camps in northern Iraq on July 24.

In what prime minister Ahmet Davutoglu has called a “synchronized fight against terror”, Ankara has granted access of its bases to the U.S.-led coalition battling Islamic State, however so far the majority of Turkey’s air bombardment has been on PKK targets.

Turkish officials have said the strikes against the PKK are a response to increased violence. Sunday’s attacks have brought the number of security forces killed in attacks blamed on the PKK to at least sixteen, since July 20.

Western allies, including NATO and the United States, have supported Turkey’s actions but several have also urged it not to use excessive force or to let years of peace efforts with Kurdish militants collapse.

Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan initiated negotiations in 2012 to try to end the PKK insurgency, largely fought in the predominantly-Kurdish south-east and which has killed 40,000 people since 1984. The ceasefire, though fragile, had been holding since March 2013.

On Tuesday, Erdogan said the process had become impossible and urged parliament to strip politicians with links to the militants of immunity from prosecution.

The leader of Turkey’s pro-Kurdish opposition has accused Erdogan of launching air strikes in Syria and Iraq to prevent Kurdish territorial and political gains, and of using the war against Islamic State as a cover.

Five killed in clashes near oil port in eastern Libya

BENGHAZI, 2 Aug — Five people were killed and 12 wounded during clashes in eastern Libya between forces loyal to its internationally recognized government and Islamist groups, medics said on Sunday.

Fighting broke out on Saturday in the town of Ajdabiya, near the oil port of Brega, and a war plane attacked suspected Islamist positions to the south of the town, residents said.

It was unclear whether the Islamist fighters were affiliated to Islamic State militants, who on Friday attacked a checkpoint manned by troops loyal to the official government outside Ajdabiya, killing five soldiers.

Two more soldiers were killed when the government sent reinforcements, and another 15 have been missing since.

Islamic State has exploited a growing security vacuum in Libya, where two administrations - each with its own government and parliament - are fighting for control four years after the toppling of Muammar Gaddafi.

The official prime minister has been based in the east since a rival group seized the capital Tripoli. He has been working with his cabinet from hotels in the city of Tobruk, about 270 km (167 miles) from Ajdabiya.

Both sides have several former anti-Gaddafi networks behind them.

The official, who was later elected to succeed him, has steadfastly improved. The countries last held wide-ranging strategic talks in Dec. 2009.

Relations had cooled after Mursi of the Muslim Brotherhood was overthrown by the military in 2013 after mass protests against his rule, but ties with former general Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, who was later elected to succeed him, have steadily improved. The countries last held wide-ranging strategic talks in Dec. 2009.
Act your age

By Kyaw Thura

There is nothing new about people doing trivial things and sometimes scandalous things in their lives, with misery just befalling their families. But failure to be in a position of responsibility, their slipshod comments tend to have greater impact on society. They should have come to the realization that self-illusion is synonymous with self-destruction.

In an organization, the personal stupidity and greed of fat cats will be considered a constant source of mistrust and disrespect for the workers, thereby shaking the foundations of office politics. Similarly, it will be bold to suggest that parliamentarians of this kind are generally held in contempt by people of every kind in all walks of life.

It should be noted that age is just a number and that position is no more than a responsibility. In this instance, being senior in age or position necessarily imply that one knows and can do better than others’ juniors. In addition, the belief that you are better than others is a dangerous illusion.

On the whole, the ordinary people in our country are likely to be optimistic about bad luck. When bad luck befalls them, they put the blame on themselves in the thought that they might have committed some wrongdoing in one of their past existences. From a religious point of view, abandoning ourselves to fate is regarded as an act of sheer folly.

Shwedagon Pagoda Great Wonder

By Tin Htin

(Continued from 2-8-2015)

“Wonderful, indeed, it is to subdue one’s mind difficulties to subdue, ever swift, and seizing whatever it desires. A tamed mind brings happiness.” (Dhammapada Verse No. 35). In the 11th Century AD, the figure of Ashin Arahan who began his propagation of Theravada Buddhism in Bagan in 1056 AD. Thus the images span a time period of more than1500 years from the 6th century BC to the 11th century AD. They include not only those associated with the commencement of Theravada teachings in the Mon State but the transmission of these teachings from the southern to the central part of the country, from the Mon State to the later capital of Bagan. (Text and New Contexts: Shwedagon and Kyakhkyiye today—Elizabeth Moore, University of London “Texts and Contexts” December 2001 Conference, Universities’ Historical Research Centre, Yangon University).

Outlook of Myanmar Classical Architect from “The Ancestral Stupas of Shwedagon” point of view is briefly mentioned below. The Shwedagon is the most glorious and the most famous pagoda in Myanmar, which is situated at Yangon, the port city of Myanmar. A stupa 326 feet high on top of a hillock was situated directly in front of the Shwedagon Pagoda, even though it is very high, it is firm and elegant therefore, just by sitting in front of this huge Pagoda and gazing at it, you will get the pleasure and feeling that you never can find anywhere. The Shwedagon Pagoda is a unique wonder of the world which is internationally known throughout the Globe, in other words, the Shwedagon Pagoda is a unique wonder of the world. (from websites)
Five star Sheraton hotel to emerge in 2017 in Yangon

YANGON, 2 Aug — Sheraton Hotel Yangon project at five star level has been completed by 45 percent in Yangon.

US-based Star Wood Hotels and Resorts Company and Family Business Group Hotel Ltd plan to spend US$30 million on construction of the hotel with 375 suites on a 1.23 acres of land. A plan is underway to operate the hotel in February 2017. The hotel will have a basement car park for 200 vehicles and be installed with 12 lifts and three escalators.—Soe Win (SP)

Mandalay Mayor inspects prevention of flood along bank of Ayeyawady River

Mandalay, 2 Aug—Mandalay Region Minister for Development Affairs Mayor U Aung Moung on Sunday inspected laying sand bags along the bank of Ayeyawady River for prevention of flooding along the bank.

The minister instructed officials to take care of weather forecast from the Department of Meteorology and Hydrology. He also inspected flood prevention at Mayanchan jetty on the strand road, the sewerage draining plant and sluice gates of Mandalay City Development Committee.

Tin Maung (Mandalay)

Ayeyawady River swollen at Mandalay

MANDALAY, 2 Aug—Heavy rains in upper Myanmar area caused swollen Ayeyawady River daily. If heavy rain is weak in the upper Myanmar area, Ayeyawady River will not reach danger level in Mandalay, according to the observatory station in Gawwein port.

Ayeyawady River reached 1342cm of water level in Mandalay in 1974 and 1382cm in 2004 as significant records. But, the water level set one more record as 1316 cm in 2007.

At present, ships and boats which recently berthed Gawwein and Mayanchan jetties moved to Strand Road. Local authorities assigned volunteers for water sentry along the bank.

Tin Maung (Mandalay)

Meeting to open tender for tube-wells in Natogyi Tsp

NATOGYI, 2 Aug — Mandalay Region government plans to invite tender proposals for sinking 100 tube-wells for farmlands in Natogyi Township.

The township’s Water Resources and Utilization Department has sunk more than 500 tube-wells for underground water tapping over a five-year period.

Thanks to the tube-wells, local farmers have been able to expand their croplands.

The region government has a plan to sink 780 tube-wells in six townships in fiscal 2015-16.

Khin Zar Mon Myint (Law)
Lloyds shareholders question government’s sale plan

LONDON, 2 Aug — Shareholders in Britain’s Lloyds Banking Group (LLOY.L) are calling on the government to rethink plans to sell down its stake in the lender to ensure taxpayers get the best deal.

Chancellor George Osborne has pledged to sell part of the government’s remaining shares in the bank to ordinary Britons in a sale reminiscent of the 1980s privatisations of British Gas and British Telecom under former prime minister Margaret Thatcher.

But investors argue an offer to retail investors, which would need to be made at a significant discount to the market price, would not represent best value for taxpayers. Instead, they say the government should allow UK Financial Investments (UKFI), which manages the stake, to continue with a trading plan which enables Morgan Stanley to sell the government’s shares daily on the stock market.

“I do think it would be an awful lot simpler and less costly to sell the remainder of the shares in the market than execute a retail sale at some fixed discount,” Richard Buxton, head of UK equities at Old Mutual Global Investors, told Reuters.

UKFI has sold a 10 percent stake in the bank so far this year at a profit to the government’s 73.6 pence buy-in price. The government has raised more than 13 billion pounds ($20.3 billion) from its shares so far.

Lloyds already has the largest number of retail investors of any FTSE-100 stock and fund managers have questioned the logic of selling more at a lower price than they could be sold for to financial institutions.

“When we are dealing on behalf of our clients, we have a duty of best execution, to make sure we are getting the best possible price whenever we are buying or selling stock,” Eric Moore, an income fund manager at Miton, told Reuters.

“It begs the question, is this best execution for the government? It probably isn’t,” he said.

Lloyds was rescued by the government during the 2007-09 financial crisis at a cost of 20.5 billion pounds to taxpayers, leaving the government with a 43 percent stake.

Its performance has since been turned around by Chief Executive Antonio Horta-Osorio, who has simplified operations to focus on lending to British businesses and households.

Lloyds is now the third-biggest bank in Europe by market value.

Its attractiveness to retail investors was boosted on Friday after it said it will look to return surplus capital to shareholders from the end of this year having already resumed dividend payments.

One factor behind the government’s enthusiasm for a retail share offer may be the impending sale of its 78 percent stake in Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS.L), a significant chunk of which may be sold to retail investors, industry sources say.

Sources with knowledge of government thinking say the finance ministry is keen for investors to buy Lloyds’ shares and benefit from the bank’s turnaround as that may encourage them to buy RBS shares, too.

RBS is still counting the costs of past misconduct and has yet to pay a dividend. However, Osborne has set a target of selling at least three-quarters of the stake in the next five years.

“The Treasury won’t be able to get the RBS disposal programme done without retail and if you’re going to sell RBS shares to retail in the future it would be nice to have a successful transaction concluded where retail participated and felt good about it,” one source said.

RBS was bailed out at a cost of almost 46 billion pounds to taxpayers and the government’s stake is worth about 31 billion at current share prices, meaning a potential loss of 15 billion pounds from its investment. Other fund managers have said they would not object to a Lloyds retail sale especially if it offered the fastest route to full private ownership but only if it was done at a 3-4 percent discount which would be comparable to those typically offered in placings of large volumes of stock.

“Without a block placing, then you are looking at least another year before all the stake is sold. We’d be supportive of any mechanisms to speed that up, within sensible parameters. It is all about the terms,” said Mike Fox, senior fund manager at Royal London Asset Management. — Reuters

Four dead, 65 sick in New York City Legionnaires’ disease outbreak

NEW YORK, 2 Aug — A deadly outbreak of Legionnaires’ disease, a severe type of pneumonia, has now killed four people and sickened 65 in the Bronx section of New York City since July 10, New York City health officials said on Saturday.

The disease, known as Legionnaires’, which officials have called unusual, is now more than five times the number of cases recorded in the last outbreak, in which 12 people in the Bronx fell ill in December 2014.

The disease is caused by Legionella, a bacteria found in certain plumbing systems, including hot tubs, humidifiers, cooling towers and hot water tanks. It is spread by breathing in mist from water, and cannot be spread from person to person.

The illness is most common in the summer and early fall, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Symptoms include fever, cough, headaches and muscle aches.

In response to the outbreak, the city’s health department has inspected 22 buildings in the Bronx, 17 of which have cooling towers.

Five buildings, including the lastoric Opera House Hotel, Lincoln Medical Center and the Concourse Plaza mall and movie complex, tested positive for Legionella.

Disinfection efforts are ongoing or have already been completed at all five sites.

Julio Vargas, general manager of the Opera House Hotel, said the water in the cooling tower used by the hotel has been treated and disinfected, and there have been no reports of hotel guests falling ill.

The people who died from the disease were older adults with underlying medical problems, according to a city press release.

The department said the city’s drinking water supply, fountains and pools have not been affected.

The disease earned its name following a 1976 outbreak among people who attended a Philadelphia convention of the American Legion, a veterans organization.

Between 8,000 and 18,000 people are hospitalized with the disease each year in the United States, according to the CDC. — Reuters

Better tea prices spur more tea gardens in Bangladesh

Woman pick tea leaves at a tea garden in Tetulia, Bangladesh, Aug. 1, 2015. Many new tea gardens are expected to be added due to relatively better prices of tea. — Xinhua

Osaka’s Kansai International Airport opens overnight rest area

Osaka, 2 Aug — Kansai International Airport on Friday opened a 24-hour rest area to accommodate passengers arriving late at night or leaving early in the morning.

The service area with dedicated staff, benches that can seat around 300 people and five coin-operated shower booths is located on the second floor of the Aeroplaza restaurant and shopping section. Blankets are also available for free from 11 p.m. until 6 a.m.

The international gateway for Osaka, Kyoto, Kobe and other western Japan cities has been increasing flights mainly from other Asian cities. Paid lounges have been seen as people queued up after planes arriving late in the evening or before early morning flights. — Kyodo News

Global New Light of Myanmar
Saving rhinos in a lab

The authors theorized that the maximum force of the strider’s legs is always just below the maximum force that water surface tension can withstand. In their robot they used a torque reverser catapult (TRC) mechanism to generate a small initial torque and gradually increase, without exceeding the water’s surface tension.

High-speed camera footage of the insects also revealed that the water strider sweeps its legs inward to maximize the time they can push against the surface of the water, thus maximizing the overall momentum. They then applied this concept to help them achieve lift-off.

If the water surface is not broken, it can endure 16 times the body weight of the robotic jumping insect. The robotic insects can jump as high on water as on hard ground.

In addition to Cho, the multi-disciplinary research team included biologists Professor Piotr Jablonski and Sangim Lee and fluid dynamics Professor Ho-Young Kim, all from Seoul National University, and Harvard biophysics Professor Hoang Nguyen. The work is published in the journal Science on July 31. — Reuters

Saving rhinos in a lab

SAN FRANCISCO, Calif., 2 Aug — Matthew Markus, of biotech company Pembient, is holding up a rhinoceros horn worth thousands of dollars on the black market because a poacher had to risk his life to kill an endangered species to obtain it.

At least that is what Markus would have you believe. The truth is this horn wasn’t cut off a rhino in the African savannah, it was bioengineered in lab in San Francisco.

Rhino horns are comprised primarily of keratin, a family of proteins that make up hair and nails. It is highly sought after in parts of Asia where it’s used as an ingredient in conventional medicine. Markus and his partner George Bonac obtained a real rhino horn and are using the latest technologies in biotechnology to replicate it so perfectly that it passes as the real thing.

“There is going to be some differences still. We are not bio-identical yet, though that is the goal. One of the interim goals is to make it more costly to test the object than the objects worth, and I think we are pretty much getting to that territory now,” said Markus.

If they perfect the science, the idea is to sell them to collectors and dealers.

“We can’t really control what happens to our horns once it leaves our distribution points. So there is potential that people will take our horn and re-label it as wild horn,” said Markus.

“There are places, there are poachers, there is sometimes shoot to kill policies in place. We want to make it so that people (poachers) may not want to go out there and do this particular work, anymore because it will not be this very lucrative payday for them,” he added.

The big winners here are rhinos. Now that the technology to replicate their horns exists, the hope is that the incentive to hunt and kill them ends. — Reuters

Minority Report-type insect robots jump on water

SEUL, 2 Aug — The spider robots that invade the bath of Captain John Anderson, played by Tom Cruise, in the Minority Report-type movie “Minority Report” are held up as a model by the science and technology researchers.

“We can’t really control what happens to our horns once it leaves our distribution points. So there is potential that people will take our horn and re-label it as wild horn,” said Markus.

“If they perfect the science, the idea is to sell them to collectors and dealers. We can’t really control what happens to our horns once it leaves our distribution points. So there is potential that people will take our horn and re-label it as wild horn,” said Markus.

“But it still gathered unprecedented data, some of which the DLR German Aerospace Center said "amazed" scientists. A report on its findings will be published on Friday in a special edition of the journal Science.

“The experiments conducted on site have led to new and, at times, unpredicted insights into the nature of the comet,"Ekkehard Kuehnt, a planetary researcher at the DLR, said in a statement on Thursday.

For example, pictures taken by Philae as it came in to land showed the surface of the comet was covered with coarse debris, rocks and pebbles, measuring up to five meters across, rather than the dusty deposits expected.

Scientists suspect the surface is partly shaped by a form of hail that occurs when gas ejections from the comet push out coarse particles that then fall back to the ground.

Philae lander shows there’s more to comets than soft dust

BERLIN/FRANKFURT, 2 Aug — The comet lander Philae may be uncommunicative at the moment, but the pictures and measurements it took after it touched down on a comet in November have shown scientists that the comet is covered with coarse material, rather than dust, and is harder than expected.

European scientists celebrated an historic first when Philae landed on a comet called 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko in November after a 10-year journey through space aboard the Rosetta spacecraft.

As it landed, Philae bounced and ended up in shadow, where its batteries soon ran out. But it still gathered unprecedented data, some of which the DLR German Aerospace Center said “amazed” scientists. A report on its findings will be published on Friday in a special edition of the journal Science.

“The experiments conducted on site have led to new and, at times, unexpected insights into the nature of the comet,” Ekkehard Kuehn, a planetary researcher at the DLR, said in a statement on Thursday.

For example, pictures taken by Philae as it came in to land showed the surface of the comet was covered with coarse debris, rocks and pebbles, measuring up to five meters across, rather than the dusty deposits expected.

Scientists suspect the surface is partly shaped by a form of hail that occurs when gas ejections from the comet push out coarse particles that then fall back to the ground.

The surface of the comet, which the lander tried to drill into, also proved to be much harder than expected. Under a few centimeters of dust, the lander’s hammer encountered solid ice.

“This ice is similar to that on Earth, which is old, solid snow that evaporates and re-freezes,” said Tilman Spohn, planetary researcher at DLR.

Scientists hope samples drilled by Philae from the roughly 3-by-5 km comet will unlock details about how the planets - and possibly even life - evolved. The rock and ice that make up comets preserve ancient organic molecules like a time capsule.

According to the DLR, Philae’s systems found a total of 16 organic molecular species, including four never before encountered in comets.

Philae woke up last month when more sunlight started falling on its solar panels as the comet approached the sun, but scientists have been unable to establish a reliable communication link.

With an eye to possible future comet missions, Stefan Ulamec from the DLR said one important lesson he had learned: “Bouncing is a bigger problem than a possible sinking into the ground.” — Reuters

Newly built science ship seen in C China’s Wuhan

Newly built science ship Xiangyanghong 03, seen in Wuhan, capital of central China’s Hubei Province, on July 31, 2015. Xiangyanghong 03, a science ship costing around 500 million yuan (about 80.5 million US dollars) was finished by Wuchang Shipbuilding Industry Group Co Ltd in Wuhan on Friday. — Xinhua

Newly built science ship Xiangyanghong 03 is seen in Wuhan, capital of central China’s Hubei Province, July 31, 2015. Xiangyanghong 03, a science ship costing around 500 million yuan (about 80.5 million US dollars) was finished by Wuchang Shipbuilding Industry Group Co Ltd in Wuhan on Friday. — Xinhua

Philae lander shows there’s more to comets than soft dust

BERLIN/FRANKFURT, 2 Aug — The comet lander Philae may be uncommunicative at the moment, but the pictures and measurements it took after it touched down on a comet in November have shown scientists that the comet is covered with coarse material, rather than dust, and is harder than expected.

European scientists celebrated an historic first when Philae landed on a comet called 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko in November after a 10-year journey through space aboard the Rosetta spacecraft.

As it landed, Philae bounced and ended up in shadow, where its batteries soon ran out. But it still gathered unprecedented data, some of which the DLR German Aerospace Center said “amazed” scientists. A report on its findings will be published on Friday in a special edition of the journal Science.

“The experiments conducted on site have led to new and, at times, unexpected insights into the nature of the comet," Ekkehard Kuehn, a planetary researcher at the DLR, said in a statement on Thursday.

For example, pictures taken by Philae as it came in to land showed the surface of the comet was covered with coarse debris, rocks and pebbles, measuring up to five meters across, rather than the dusty deposits expected.

Scientists suspect the surface is partly shaped by a form of hail that occurs when gas ejections from the comet push out coarse particles that then fall back to the ground.

The surface of the comet, which the lander tried to drill into, also proved to be much harder than expected. Under a few centimeters of dust, the lander’s hammer encountered solid ice.

“This ice is similar to that on Earth, which is old, solid snow that evaporates and re-freezes,” said Tilman Spohn, planetary researcher at DLR.

Scientists hope samples drilled by Philae from the roughly 3-by-5 km comet will unlock details about how the planets - and possibly even life - evolved. The rock and ice that make up comets preserve ancient organic molecules like a time capsule.

According to the DLR, Philae’s systems found a total of 16 organic molecular species, including four never before encountered in comets.

Philae woke up last month when more sunlight started falling on its solar panels as the comet approached the sun, but scientists have been unable to establish a reliable communication link.

With an eye to possible future comet missions, Stefan Ulamec from the DLR said one important lesson he had learned: “Bouncing is a bigger problem than a possible sinking into the ground.” — Reuters

Andrea Accomazzo (R) Spacecraft Operations Manager (SOM) of the European Space Operations Centre (ESOC) seen on a video projection behind a model of the Philae lander, reacts after the successful landing of the Philae lander on comet 67P/ Churyumov- Gerasimenko. — Reuters
Closer cooperation between Serbia, OAS

BElGRADE, 2 Aug — Serbia and the Organization of American States (OAS) want to improve relations and strengthen the cooperation in mutual interest, Serbia’s Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Ivica Dacic and OAS General Secretary Luis Almagro said on Saturday.

At a joint press conference after meeting Almagro, Dacic said he was glad to welcome in Belgrade the man who has been a great friend of Serbia since his term of office as Uruguay’s foreign minister, and today he is at the helm of the organization that brings together 34 countries of North and Latin America, the Caribbean, and has over 60 foreign observers, including Serbia. A considerable number of OAS member states have not recognized the unilaterally declared independence of Kosovo, and Serbia is thankful for that, Dacic said.

Serbia wants the closest possible relations and cooperation with all these countries at bilateral level, but also multilateral, through the OAS said.

Dacic said that with Almagro he also discussed the cooperation between the OSCE and OAS, and that they agreed to sign a memorandum of cooperation, which he described as a very important step.

Former teenage soldier hatches millions from Chinese egg futures

SHANGHAI, 2 Aug — A decade ago Zhang Xiongjie was a teenage infantryman patrolling China’s bleak border with North Korea. Now he stays in swanky hotels and drives a Mercedes-Benz CLS — a remarkable rags-to-riches journey achieved in part by dominating one of the most obscure corners of China’s unruly financial markets: egg futures.

The story of how he earned so much money, so fast - 600 million yuan ($96.63 million), he says, according to an official government website. — Tanjug

Zhang Xiongjie looks at a computer screen as he works at his office in Hangzhou, Zhejiang province, July 27, 2015. Photo: Reuters

In 1998, China closed 14 futures exchanges, citing "illegal engagement in overseas futures," "market manipulation" and "poor regulation," as reasons, according to an official government website.

But in a bid to open up its markets, China plans to allow trading in more asset classes, aiming to launch crude oil futures around September.

It was Beijing’s decision to launch the egg futures market in November 2013 that allowed Zhang, from a poor family in the southeastern port city of Ningbo, to earn his reputation as the trader who dominated the exchange last year.

"If I let it fall, it fell, if I wanted it to rise, it rose," said Zhang, who at the time was still in a specialist consultancy in Wuhan, which collected daily information from across the country on egg futures.

Many agricultural commodities trade on futures markets, which are developed by professional farmers to hedge against fluctuating prices, although China is currently the only country that trades egg futures, according to the Dalian Commodity Exchange.

Last year, the volume of egg futures traded increased 1,703.3 percent from 2013, making it the 9th largest futures market in the world by volume, according to figures from the Futures Industry Association.

Although a minimum initial sum of 500,000 yuan is needed to buy equity futures, there are many asset markets where the initial outlay can be as little as 3,000 yuan, making the market much cheaper.

"The goal is to have lenders which demand higher for futures than for stocks, especially because investors’ access to leverage is too free," said Jiabei Chen, chief economist at Cinda Securities. "So we are looking for a non-rational investment approach is more commonplace."

For Zhang, who patrolled the North Korean border for two years earning 1,000 yuan a month as a Chinese soldier to get a position in the state-owned education ministry, the ease of access to leverage in the futures market means he can dream big.

"The goal is to have the hedge fund with the highest return in the world, with capital of around 100 billion yuan,” he said.

ReuterS
Fire continues on ferry off Hokkaido, 1 crew member still missing

SAPPORO, 2 Aug — A fire continued to smolder on a car ferry off Japan’s northernmost main island of Hokkaido on Saturday after it broke out the previous day, hampering the search for a missing crew member.

Rescuers continued their search for 44-year-old Kunihiko Orita, a junior officer who went missing after attempting to extinguish the fire, according to the Japan Coast Guard. High temperatures on the car deck where the fire broke out forced the rescuers to temporarily suspend their operations.

The 11,401-ton Sunflower Daisetu, operated by MOL Ferry Co., caught fire in the Pacific Ocean about 55 kilometers off Tomakomai port in southern Hokkaido on Friday afternoon.

All of the 71 passengers and 21 other crew members and captain were evacuated. According to MOL Ferry, the fire may have started on one of three or four refrigerated trucks parked on the car deck.

Power had been supplied to the trucks to maintain refrigeration aboard the ferry and it may have something to do with the cause of the fire, MOL Ferry said.

Kyodo News

Obama to unveil more ambitious climate change plan

WASHINGTON, 2 Aug — President Barack Obama will unveil on Monday the final version of his plan to tackle greenhouse gases from coal-fired power plants as he aims to cement his legacy on climate change, a senior administration official said.

The revised Clean Power Plan will seek to slash carbon emissions from the power sector 32 percent from 2005 levels in 2030, a 9 percent increase over a previous proposal.

The regulation will usher in a sweeping transformation of the U.S. electricity sector, encouraging an aggressive shift toward more renewable energy away from coal-fired electricity.

Industry groups and some lawmakers from states that have relied on coal-based energy have said they will challenge it in the courts and through Congressional maneuvers, accusing the administration of a regulatory assault that will drive up energy prices.

The White House was defiant, and said the release of the plan was “the starting gun for an all-out climate push” by the president and his cabinet.

“My administration will release the final version of America’s Clean Power Plan, the biggest, most important step we have ever taken to combat climate change,” Obama said in a video posted by the White House Sunday at midnight.

He said there have been no federal limits to date on carbon pollution from power plants, the biggest source of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions.

The plan will be central to the United States’ contribution to a United Nations agreement to tackle climate change, in which the Obama administration has vowed to play a leadership role. Each state will be required to submit a plan to the Environmental Protection Agency next year, spelling out what it will do to meet an emission-cutting goal assigned to it.

Five governors who have opposed the rule have already said they will not comply. The final version will accelerate the deployment of renewable energy based on updated projections that the share of renewable energy generation in 2030 will be higher at 28 percent, compared to 22 percent in last June’s version.

The Obama administration also changed its projection about the share of natural gas in the U.S. power mix in 2020, avoiding what it said would be an “early rush to gas” away from coal.

U.S. President Barack Obama prepares to sign a federal Highway Trust Fund bill into law in the Oval Office at the White House in Washington July 31, 2015.—REUTERS

Nepal expresses gratitude to China for support

KATHMANDU, 2 Aug — Nepal appreciated the assistance of its northern neighbor China as valued contribution and partner in the wake of the Diamond Jubilee commemoration of the establishment of diplomatic relations between the two countries.

Addressing a commemorative reception hosted by the Nepal government here Saturday evening, Nepalese Prime Minister Sushil Koirala thanked the Chinese government for continued goodwill and support to development endeavours of Nepal.

“We are grateful for the spontaneous, generous and prompt support from the government and people of China in the wake of April 25 earthquake and its subsequent pledge for reconstruction”, PM Koirala said.

China has pledged 3 billion yuan (about 480 million U.S. dollars) in aid for quake-stricken Nepal’s reconstruction process.

Stating that China’s emergence as global powerhouse has created unprecedented opportunities to the neighborhood and beyond, the prime minister expressed confidence that Nepal-China relations will gain further momentum for the interest of people of both countries and world peace and prosperity.

Echoing the prime minister’s statement, Nepalese Foreign Minister Mahendra Bahadur Pandey expressed gratitude to the Chinese government for its cooperation in diverse areas. “Nepal-China relationship is time-tested and multi-dimensional which has reached a new height in these 60 years,” Foreign Minister Pandey said.

Nepal and China established the diplomatic relations on Aug. 1, 1955. In response, Chinese Ambassador to Nepal Wu Chunhai said China and Nepal share the best friendship and it’s beneficial to both countries.

Quoting the saying “A friend in need is a friend indeed,” the ambassador said, “Our relation is a principle based on the five principles of peaceful co-existence.”

On the occasion of 60th anniversary, the Nepal government also published commemorative postal stamps.—Xinhua

WEATHER REPORT

BAY INFERENCE: Monsoon is moderate to strong in the Andaman Sea and South Bay and weak elsewhere in the Bay of Bengal.

FORECAST VALID UNTIL EVENING OF THE 3rd August, 2015: Rain or thundershowers will be fair- weather as the Bay of Bengal.

STATE OF THE SEA: Squalls with moderate to rough certainty is (100%).

OUTLOOK FOR SUBSEQUENT TWO DAYS: Likelihood of decrease of rain in the Rakhine Coasts.
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Bobbi Kristina Brown funeral draws crowd of onlookers

ALPHARETTA, 2 Aug — Dozens of onlookers gathered on Saturday near a Georgia church for the funeral of Bobbi Kristina Brown, the 22-year-old daughter of late singer Whitney Houston, who died this week, months after she was found unresponsive in a bathtub.

Brown’s funeral at St. James United Methodist Church in Alpharetta, an Atlanta suburb, was private and closed to the public, but dozens of well-wishers stood behind police barricades outside.

Brown died on Sunday at a hospice, six months after suffering irreversible brain damage in a still-unnamed incident at her Roswell, Georgia, home.

She was found face down and unresponsive in a bathtub by her boyfriend, Nick Gordon, and a friend in January in an eerily echo of her mother’s death. Whitney Houston was found drowned in a bathtub at a Beverly Hills hotel in 2012.

The Grammy Award winner scored numerous hits including “I Will Always Love You” and “Greatest Love of All,” making her one of the most popular R&B artists ever.

Brown, whose father was R&B singer Bobby Brown, is expected to be buried on Monday next to her mother at a New Jersey cemetery.

An initial autopsy this week found no obvious underlying cause for Brown’s death but investigators are still looking into the case, which is under review by the Fulton County District Attorney’s Office. No criminal charges have been filed.

Reuters

J J Abrams broke his back helping injured Harrison Ford

LONDON, 2 Aug — Filmmaker J J Abrams says he suffered a broken back trying to help Harrison Ford after the actor’s leg was trapped under a prop door while filming “Star Wars: Episode VII – The Force Awakens”.

The “Mission: Impossible III” director said he was stunned the way Ford handled the accident, which involved his character Han Solo’s spacecraft, reportedly Con tactmusic.

“The guy is like a real-life superhero. We actually were filming a scene and there was an accident on set, there was a hydraulic door that went down.

“He was pushed down and his ankle goes 90 degrees. And he’s down and unresponsive. He's a super human being and he’s literally laying there making jokes,” Abrams said.

The 49-year-old filmmaker was diagnosed with a fracture in his lower back, and spent the next few weeks wearing a “really silly back brace,” which he hid under his normal clothing in a bid to keep his injury a secret.

Abrams said, after the accident, due to which the 73-year-old actor had to take an extended break from filming, he realised even he had hurt himself while trying to lift the door.

“I heard a ‘pop’ and I’m like, ‘Uh, that’s weird.’ So I go to the doctor a couple days later and he goes, ‘Oh, you have a broken back.”

PTI

Rapper Snoop Dogg stopped in Italy airport with $422,000 in cash

Rapper Snoop Dogg performs in Uppsala, Sweden, July 25, 2015.— REUTERS

Rome, 2 Aug — Italian police stopped California rapper Snoop Dogg on Friday as he prepared to board a private plane bound for Britain with $422,000 in cash in his Louis Vuitton luggage, said an Italian lawyer representing the entertainer.

In the European Union, the maximum amount of undeclared cash one can take on board a plane is 10,000 euros ($10,986.00).

Snoop Dogg, who has been touring Europe after releasing the album “Bush” earlier this year, will have to pay a fine, said Andrea Parisi, his lawyer.

“We clarified everything from a legal point of view. The money came from concerts he had performed around Europe. There was no crime; it was just an administrative infraction,” Parisi told Reuters on Saturday.

Half of the cash was given back to Snoop Dogg, whose real name is Calvin Broadus, while the other half is being held by Italian authorities until the amount of the fine is determined, Parisi said.

Reuters

Taylor Swift’s ‘Bad Blood’ was like ‘Hunger Games’

Model Gigi Hadid has compared singer friend Taylor Swift’s star-studded “Bad Blood” music video to her hit film franchise “The Hunger Games”.


She found the experience “absolutely epic.”

“What people don’t understand about how massive it was is that none of those were green screens, they’re all real sets. It was like the super

PTI
Athletes shrug off pollution issues at Rio Olympic test

RIO DE JANEIRO, 2 Aug — Athletes, coaches and organizers at a major test event for next year’s Olympic Games shrugged off a simmering dispute over safety at watersports venues by diving into the controversial waters off Copacabana Beach on Saturday.

The first day of the triathlon world championship event saw para-athletes swim in the Atlantic waters and bike and run in the streets nearby.

“I’m not concerned about the water,” said Alison Patrick, a blind British athlete who won the P-5 women’s triathlon in partnership with her sighted guide Grace France. “The thing I noticed most was that the water was warm. I’m from Scotland and I’m used to much colder water.”

The waters will be used for triathlon, ocean swimming and sailing events during next year’s Olympics in Rio de Janeiro, the first to be held in South America.

The first day of the triathlon world championship event saw para-athletes swim in the Atlantic waters and bike and run in the streets nearby.

“The thing I noticed most was that the water was warm. I’m from Scotland and I’m used to much colder water.”

A boat is pictured with the Sugarloaf Mountain in the background, at the Guanabara Bay in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 30 July, 2015. — Reuters

Fashion show of graduation works from art school held in Beijing

HARBIN, 2 Aug — A fashion show of graduation works from the MGP Image Design Art School during a show of graduation works at 798 Art Zone in Beijing, capital of China, 29 July, 2015. — Xinhua

WWII museum opens in northeast China

HARBIN, 2 Aug — A museum on World War II has opened in northeast China’s Heilongjiang Province, as the country marks 70 years since the conflict’s end.

The museum houses a range of historical materials presented in multimedia forms. More than 200 items, collected from home and abroad, are being displayed in public for the first time, curator Liu Chunjie said on Sunday.

Liu said the exhibition aims to teach the public about the history of World War II and remind people to cherish the peace and prosperity that Chinese soldiers fought so hard for.

A variety of activities are being held across China to mark the war anniversary. — Xinhua

A model presents a creation by graduates from the MGP Image Design Art School during a show of graduation works at 798 Art Zone in Beijing, capital of China, 29 July, 2015. — Xinhua

Entertainment Channel

(3-8-2015, Monday)

6:00 am
• Mono Classical Songs
6:20 am
• Myanmar Series
7:05 am
• TV Drama Series
7:50 am
• TV Drama Series
8:40 am
• Pyi Thu Ni Ti

8:55 am
• Musical Programme
9:10 am
• Fashion Show
9:25 am
• Pyi ThuNi Ti
9:40 am
• ASEAN Programme
9:49 am
• Myanmar Video
12:00 am
• Close Down

News Channel in Brief

(3-8-2015, Monday)

6:00 am
• Paritaya by Venerable Min Gun Sayadaw
6:00 am
• Documentary (Min Gun Sayadaw)
7:00 am
• News/ Weather Report
7:30 am
• Head Line News
7:35 pm
• Weekly Entertainment
8:30 am
• Head Line News
8:35 am
• Documentary (Women in Myanmar Society)
9:00 am
• News/ International News
9:30 am
• Head Line News
9:35 am
• Documentary (ASEAN)
10:00 am
• News/ International News
10:30 am
• Head Line News
11:00 am
• News
11:35 am
• MRTV’s Youth Programme
12:00 noon
• News/ International News/ Weather Report

8:35 am
• Head Line News
8:35 pm
• News/ International News/ Weather Report

10:00 am
• News/ International News

12:30 pm
• Head Line News
12:35 pm
• Tasty Trip
1:05 pm
• Gitadagale Phwinbarohn
3:30 pm
• Head Line News
3:35 pm
• People’s Talks
4:00 pm
• News/ Weather Report
4:30 pm
• Head Line News
4:35 pm
• University of Distance Education (TV Lectures)
— Third Year (Physics)
5:00 pm
• Teleplay
5:30 pm
• Head Line News
6:00 pm
• News/ Weather Report
6:30 pm
• Head Line News
6:35 pm
• Socio Economic Scenes
7:00 pm
• News
8:00 pm
• News / International News / Weather Report
8:30 pm
• Documentary
9:00 pm
• News
9:00 pm
• Pyi Thu Ni Ti
11:00 pm
• TV Drama Series
Beaten Man City let in four goals in Stuttgart friendly

STUTTGART, (Germany), 2 Aug — Manchester City conceded four goals in 36 hapless minutes on Saturday when his new club suffered a 4-2 defeat by VfB Stuttgart in a pre-season friendly.

The Bundesliga club took full advantage of a shambolic defensive display by the visitors in the first half. Serbian midfielder Filip Kostic struck after 14 minutes and further goals followed from midfielders Daniel Didavi after 30 and fellow German striker Daniel Ginczek who netted twice in the 35th and 36th.

A week before the start of the Premier League season, City manager Manuel Pellegrini selected a strong, if adventurous, lineup in which 20-year-old George McNamara one minute later.

It was a satisfying away win for the Impact over a New York team that also included Spaniard David Villa and Italian Andrea Pirlo.

More than a year has passed since New York City FC were beaten 3-2 by the Montreal Impact. The 37-year-old received a rousing ovation from the Yankee Stadium crowd when he came on as a substitute in the 69th minute, with New York FC already 2-1 behind.

Montreal went further ahead when Ignacio Piatti scored in the 84th minute, his second goal of the game, before New York FC managed a consolation through Thomas McNamara one minute later.

It was a satisfying away win for the Impact over a New York team that also included Spaniard David Villa and Italian Andrea Pirlo.

More than a year has passed since New York City FC were beaten 3-2 by the Montreal Impact. The 37-year-old received a rousing ovation from the Yankee Stadium crowd when he came on as a substitute in the 69th minute, with New York FC already 2-1 behind.

Montreal went further ahead when Ignacio Piatti scored in the 84th minute, his second goal of the game, before New York FC managed a consolation through Thomas McNamara one minute later. But the visitors dominated from the start and took the lead in the 10th minute when Daniel Ginczek scored the fourth goal for Stuttgart during Pre Season Friendly at The Mercedes-Benz Arena, Stuttgart, Germany on 1 August, 2015.—Reuters